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Key external stakeholders:
Potato farmers, potato consumers, supermarkets, potato packers, agrochemical industry

Practical implications for stakeholders:
Potato blight, caused by Phytophthora infestans, is the most destructive disease of potatoes worldwide. This
project evaluated the structure of the Irish population of P. infestans compared to other worldwide
populations and the practical consequences of this for potato growers and consumers. A migration event
which introduced novel aggressive strains of P. infestans was detected. One of these new genotypes
exhibits resistance to phenylamide fungicides and has the ability to overcome varietal resistance in current
cultivars. This arrival represents a significant challenge to commercial potato production in Ireland. In
addition, these new genotypes have demonstrated in both laboratory and polytunnel conditions an ability to
genetically recombine with native strains to produce new strains. The durability of novel blight resistance
sources in potato and the adaptation of the new and existing genotypes of P.infestans to currently available
cultivars was also investigated. The project also began the process of characterising areas of the potato
genome associated with resistance to blight and other pathogens with a view to producing DNA markers for

use in conventional breeding of blight resistant varieties.

Main results:
New aggressive genotypes of blight migrated to Ireland in 2008 and were responsible for severe blight
epidemics over the following years. These strains are sexually compatible with native strains and have
demonstrated an ability to genetically recombine; hence demonstrating the likelihood that new genotypes
may emerge over time. The detection of the migrating genotypes resulted in the revision of disease control
strategies. A quantitative PCR to detect latent infection of late blight was also developed during the project.
The project also contributed to the international initiative to sequence the potato genome, with a special
focus on a region of chromosome 4 harbouring a cluster of genes conferring resistance to late blight and
other diseases. This information is being used to increase the capacity for marker assisted selection (MAS)
for disease resistance in potato breeding.

Opportunity / Benefit:
Understanding the P. infestans population allows the implementation of improved disease control strategies
such as fungicide choice and variety selection.

Characterisation of the efficacy and durability of novel resistance sources in potato allows these to be used
in conventional breeding programmes with confidence the resistance will last.

The development of DNA markers for resistance to late blight improves the efficiency of the breeding
process for new varieties and will lead to resistant varieties in the future.

Collaborating Institutions:
Agri-Food & BiosciencesInstitute (AFBI)
Sarvarai research trust; USDA

An integrated
biosciences platform for
the future control of
potato late blight on the
island of Ireland
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Teagasc project team: Dr Denis Griffin (Pl)
Dr. Ewen Mullins
Dr. Dan Milbourne
Dr. Steven Kildea
Dr Istvan Nagy
Marialaura DeStefanis
Jeanne Mehenni Ciz

External collaborators: Dr Louise Cooke, Applied Plant Science and Biometrics Division, AFBI
Dr Dave Shaw, Sarvari Research Trust
Dr Ken Deahl, USDA

1. Project background:
Late blight remains the biggest constraint to global potato production, and season-long control of late
blight is essential to secure both yield and quality of the crop. This is the case in most potato growing
regions worldwide, but particularly on the island of Ireland where the climate is very favourable to late
blight in most years. As P. infestans can complete its lifecycle in as little as five days the potential exists
for new genotypes to become established quickly. This can have immediate and dramatic effects on
control strategies. The migration of novel aggressive strains (e.g. 13_A2, 6_A1) of P. infestans with
altered fungicide sensitivity and the ability to overcome varietal resistance in current cultivars represents a
significant challenge to commercial potato production in Ireland. At the outset of this project it was not
known how new strains detected elsewhere might impact on the Irish blight population, how aggressive
the new strains would be and whether they would have the potential to mate with pre-existing strains,
resulting in the emergence of novel sexual recombinants. Future control of these strains depends on both
fungicides and the continued development of potato varieties with genetically based resistance.
Conventional breeding supplemented with marker assisted selection would vastly improve the efficiency
of the development of resistant varieties, but the poor state of characterisation of the potato genome at
the outset of the project limited the possibilities for adopting this approach.
The central rationale for the work was to secure the development of sustainable disease control
strategies by gaining an in-depth knowledge of current pathogen populations and how they might develop
in the future and how they interact with available fungicides and genetic resistance to the disease.

2. Questions addressed by the project:
This project adopted a multi-stranded approach to:
1.) Understand the changes in the late blight (Phytophthora infestans) pathogen population in Ireland
following the arrival of new aggressive strains including its ability to overcome fungicides and resistance
in potato varieties.
2.) Examine the potential future evolutionary path of the blight pathogen in terms of its interaction with
older strains of blight, the potential for sexual recombination.
3.) Contribute to the international effort to provide a platform for biotechnology-based strategies for
developing disease resistance cultivars by developing a high quality draft sequence of the entire potato
genome.

3. The experimental studies:
1.) Pathogen Monitoring:
With the assistance of potato inspectors from the Department of Agriculture, Food and the Marine, the
Department of Agriculture and Rural Development of Northern Ireland, the Teagasc Advisory Service and
the general public, field populations of Phytophthora infestans were sampled each season for four years
(2008-2011). Culture collections representative of the populations in both the Republic of Ireland (ROI)
and Northern Ireland were subsequently established at both Teagasc Oak Park and AFBI respectively.
These collections were characterised both molecularly (SSR genotyping and mtDNA haplotyping) and
phenotypically (phenylamide resistance, allozyme and mating type). Additional characterisations (RG57
RFLP profiling and CAA fungicide sensitivity) were also performed on a subset of isolates. The ability of
the prevailing P. infestans population to overcome host plant resistance was tested by exposing potato
plants carrying known R-genes (R-gene differentials) and varieties exhibiting partial blight resistance to
natural infection at sites in Carlow and Belfast in successive years.

2.) Adaptability and aggressiveness studies:
A combination of both classical pathology skills and biotechnology (e.g. qPCR, microsatellite marker
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analysis, cloning, amplicon sequencing) were adopted to characterise the novel strains of blight
appearing in Ireland and to determine their impact on native strains and existing potato germplasm.

3.) Potato Genome Sequencing:
Teagasc contributed to the development of a draft sequence of the potato genome as part of the
international Potato Genome Sequencing Consortium (www.potatogenome.net). The sequencing initiative
adopted emerging next generation sequencing technologies to sequence an experimental doubled
monoploid clone of potato referred to as “DM”, and also performed extensive sequencing in a highly
adapted dihaploid potato clone referred to as RH. Teagasc’s main roles in the PGSC project were to carry
out a series of sequencing experiments demonstrating the accuracy of the novel sequencing approaches
relative to the traditional approaches previously adopted, and to help identify the chromosomal origin of
the large stretches of sequence generated during the project. Teagasc also focused on developing a
higher quality sequence of several potato genotypes at a locus on chromosome 4 harbouring an
important cluster of disease resistance genes.

4. Main results:
1). Pathogen Monitoring
Monitoring of Blight populations took place in 2008, 2009 and 2011. Blight was extremely rare in 2010. In
2008 the 13_A2 (Blue 13) genotype of blight (A2 mating type, phenylamide-resistant) was detected here
for the first time. This genotype has subsequently been shown to be more aggressive than the previous
population. Two other new genotypes 6_A1 (Pink-6) and 12_A1 were also identified. In addition to the
older genotypes (8_A1 and 5_A1) 13_A2 was identified at the start of the 2009 season indicating an
absence of the fitness penalty previously associated with phenylamide resistance. The populations
remained stratified with the new A2 strains dominating the east coast and older genotypes on the west
coast. When detailed monitoring resumed in 2011, the population had experienced a potential bottleneck
effect; the new genotypes virtually disappeared to be replaced by the original genotypes 8_A1 and 5_A1.
Characterisation of the 6_A1 genotype revealed a rare verision of the pathogens mitochondrial genome
known as Ib haplotype. This haplotype has been almost absent from both the Irish and U.K. P. infestans
populations since the early 1980s indicating this genotype is a migrant. The new P. infestans population
is capable of overcoming all Solanum demissum resistance genes except R8, but Sárpo Mira remained
resistant. The limited population diversity and absence of rare genotypes indicate sexual recombination is
not currently a factor in population epidemiology.

2). Adaptability and aggressiveness studies:
A qPCR assay was developed using the PiYt gene from P. infestans. This diagnostic test can be applied
to detect latent infection of P. infestans in tubers. A polytunnel study carried out with the University of
Wales, Bangor, has confirmed the potential for sexual mating between the aggressive 13_A2 genotype
and older A1 genotyopes. Laboratory studies concluded that while the newer P. infestans genotypes are
more aggressive collectively, there are individual isolates of the older genotypes that are as aggressive
as the newer Blue 13 and Pink 6 strains. A population of P. infestans recombinants (n = 55) was isolated
from recovered oospores from the above mentioned polytunnel experiment. Microsatellite analysis of the
F1 recombinant progeny confirmed significant genetic segregation and the presence of triallelic alleles in
up to seven F1 progeny. Aggressiveness testing of the recombinants indicated that the parental isolates
remained the most aggressive, compared to the progeny studied in this experiment. This study
demonstrates that while there is currently no evidence from the field of sexual recombination, P. infestans
isolates present in Ireland are capable of viable sexual recombination and the possibility of fitter
genotypes and soil-borne oospore inoculum cannot be ruled out in the future.

3). Potato Genome Sequencing:
The potato genome is approximately 840 million nucleotides long. Using a hybrid approach involving
Illumina and 454-based next generation sequencing (NGS), data for a draft sequence of the potato
genome were generated. This was subsequently assembled, annotated, and several key biological and
evolutionary features of the genome were examined. Teagasc contributed to the main sequencing
initiative by demonstrating the accuracy of the novel methodologies through re-sequencing of several
regions, and by performing genetic mapping to anchor sequenced regions to their respective
chromosomes. Chromosome 4 is of particular interest to the Teagasc potato breeding programme
because germplasm containing resistance genes that confer resistance to late blight and potato cyst
nematode has been identified in this region. The development of genetic markers from chromosome 4 is
a high priority in order to deploy marker assisted selection in the breeding programme. Because the
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genome sequence is at “draft” level, with possible local inaccuracies in any one region, we carried out a
careful manual reassembly and annotation of the region to develop an accurate picture of the gene
content which is critical for the development of genetic markers linked to genes in the region.

5. Opportunity/Benefit:
It is important that the industry is aware of the continuously changing nature of the P. infestans population
and this knowledge will also inform breeding programmes as to the most relevant R genes to deploy.
Improved knowledge of population changes within P. infestans including changes in fungicide resistance
spectrum allows growers and advisers to target fungicide programmes more effectively. Rapid
dissemination of this information to the industry through the Teagasc and AFBI knowledge transfer
systems facilitates this.

The information developed by participating in the genome sequencing initiative will allow the development
of genetic markers, which, in the longer term, will help develop potato varieties exhibiting resistance to
diseases such as late blight, via a process of marker assisted selection.

6. Dissemination:
The project received much public interest at open days, the annual national potato conference and in
radio, television and newspaper interviews with the project team members. Results from the project were
presented at several international conferences.
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